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INTO THE PARADISE MACHINE

INTO THE PARADISE MACHINE
Video Screening & Lecture Performance, Stereo, 55:00 min, 2022

INTO THE PARADISE MACHINE

Video Screening & Lecture Performance, Stereo, 55 min, 2022
The “Center Parcs” bungalow complexes were built in the 1970s in the Netherlands for
family holidays, a fusion of Dutch modernist ideals and Catholic moral conservatism,
decidedly aiming towards traditional family structures. Since its founding in 1967, the
franchise has offered families a “second home for a short holiday in the countryside” in
more than 30 European holiday parks. The parks share a corporate identity and have the
same basic structure: they consist of over 800 uniform single-family homes in wooded
areas, grouped around a lake and a “Market Dome”, which also houses a subtropical
adventure pool and restaurants. The interconnected groups of bungalows were built for the
comfort of a new middle class – to this day, criticised as too commercial and an excess of
consumer culture that disrupts the natural environment.
Conceived as a multimedia installation, this first chapter INTO THE PARADISE MACHINE
focusses solely on video material of the bungalow complexes that have been filmed in
several “Center Parcs” in Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.The accompanying
performance lecture departs from impressions of the diary of the Dutch architect Jaap
Bakema, who was responsible for the design of the bungalow complexes, written during his
time as a prisoner in a German deportation camp in the north of France in 1943.
Documentation: 23.6.2022, Grüner Salon, Volksbühne Berlin
Full video: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/725801565/98ea101fbd

ALBUM (CUT TOGETHER - CUTTING THROUGH)

Album (cut together - cutting through), 2020 - ongoing
UHD video installation, colour, silent, 99”21’
Exhibition view: “Actually, the Dead are not Dead: Politics of Life”, Württembergischer Kunstverein Stuttgart, 2/2020
Curated by Hans D. Christ and Iris Dressler

ALBUM (CUT TOGETHER - CUTTING THROUGH)

UHD Video Installation, silent, 148 min, 2020 - ongoing
“Conceived as an ongoing and ever-evolving work, the foto-film amalgamates every single
image taken by the artist since 2013 until the very day of its respective future installments.
The video’s image sources consciously date back to late 2013, precisely the day Goldbach
initiated his ongoing photographic cycle “Permanent Daylight”. While the photographic
series is a meticulously edited selection, the video installation inverts this practice and
aims towards the polar opposite: by releasing every single image taken with all cameras
of the artist and by compiling them chronologically for the duration of two frames of a
second, the over 100.000 images reveal the artistic process behind the selection of that
one image. They bare every facet of a contemporary life in pictures through renouncing the
distinctions between work and leisure, the public image and the very private image, the
documentation of excessive joy and intimate pain. Here, the stream of images activates a
stream of consciousness on one’s own ordinary and not-so-ordinary moments, narratives,
and images, one’s own celebrations of a time-bound and vulnerable life.”
Text & Exhibition views: “Actually, the Dead are not Dead: Politics of Life”,
Württembergischer Kunstverein Stuttgart, 2/2020
Curated by Hans D. Christ and Iris Dressler

Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/481098055 Password: cut

IM NOT EVEN HERE

I’M NOT EVEN HERE

Photo Series, 12 Archival Pigment Prints, 33 x 45 cm, 2022
The photographs for this series were taken in Duisburg-Marxloh, a district in the immediate
vicinity of the last remaining steel mill in the formerly prosperous industrial city of Duisburg.
Vacant, derelict buildings pose major problems for the city’s municipalities: often bought
out of foreclosure auctions at bargain prices, they are rented out unrenovated to immigrants
from Romania and Bulgaria who have no chance on the open housing market.Many of
these properties have neither electricity, heating nor water, and are often infested with
vermin and heavily littered. For eight years, the city of Duisburg has been regularly clearing
the so-called “Schrottimmobilien” (junk properties) with task force; critics speak of “racist
evictions”. The photographs for „I‘m not even really here“ were taken in August 2021 after
the building had been cleared out and sealed by the police.

Slideshow: https://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/ImNotEvenHere_2.html

AUFSTELLUNG: FREIBURG

“Aufstellung: Freiburg”, Photo prints on alu-dibond, sleeping matts, 9x100x67 cm
Exhibition view: “BfF #1 - 1. Biennale für Freiburg,” Kunstverein Freiburg, 9/2021
Curated by Leon Hösl

AUFSTELLUNG: FREIBURG

Photo prints on alu-dibond, sleeping matts, 9x100x67 cm
“In Freiburg, Goldbach presents his new photographic installation AUFSTELLUNG:
FREIBURG, its title alluding to the therapeutic method of systemic family constellation that
attempts to reveal unrecognized dynamics and traumas in a given family. A newspaper
article about the expulsion of homeless people from a former nuclear protection bunker
in Freiburg marks the starting point of this work. Challenging the notion of public
space in Freiburg and its surroundings, the installation explores contemporary forms of
displacement, decay and liminality and consists of a series of photographs of abandoned
spaces and infrastructures often providing shelter and protection for those rendered
invisible by dominant society. While the individual images are extended through sleeping
matts that serve as props, the unframed photographs precariously lean against walls and
pillars—their delicate position reminding us of the inherent fragility of life.“
Text by Fanny Hauser
Exhibition views: “BfF #1 - 1. Biennale für Freiburg,” Kunstverein Freiburg, 9/2021
Curated by Leon Hösl

SAND #1

SAND #1: Schwarzwaldklinik Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach, Newspaper, 2021
ColdSet print, Halb-Rheinisches Format (250 X 350 mm), 40 pages, color, 52 g/qm, ISO 69, Edition, 1000

SAND #1

SAND #1: Schwarzwaldklinik Bad Rippoldsau-Schapbach
Newspaper, 2021
ColdSet print, Halb-Rheinisches Format (250 X 350 mm), 40 pages, color, 52 g/qm, ISO 69,
Edition:1000
“Niklas Goldbach further presents the first edition of SAND, a self-published monothematic
photo essay dedicated to the portrayal of single architectural structures. Reminiscent of
free street newspapers, SAND deliberately opposes the glossy architecture photography
known from real estate websites. The first edition of SAND is dedicated to the abandoned
building of the Schwarzwaldklinik Bad Rippoldsau- Schapbach—a former rehabilitation
centre from the 1970s that has become a (real estate) speculation object since its
insolvency in 2011 and has been vacant since.”
Text by Fanny Hauser
Produced by “BfF #1 - 1. Biennale für Freiburg,” Kunstverein Freiburg, 9/2021
Curated by Leon Hösl

PHANTOM BUSINESS

2-Channel Video Installation, 18:52 min Full HD, Stereo, 2020
“Phantom Business” was filmed on “Murphy Ranch”, an abandoned property in Rustic
Canyon, Los Angeles, California. The Ranch was built in the 1930s by affluent couple
Winona and Norman Stephens, sympathizers of the anti-semitic, white supremacist Silver
Legion of America. Designed as a base for Nazi activities in the U.S., it was intended to be
capable of being self-sustaining for a long period. The activities on the compound were led
by a mysterious German known only by the name of ‘Herr Schmidt’, who claimed to have
supernatural powers. The site is currently owned by the City of Los Angeles.
Conceived as a 2-Channel video installation, “Phantom Business” combines differing
aesthetics, sizes and rhythms: The first channel consists of a large-scale projection
displaying digitally altered, fast-paste video footage shot on “Murphy Ranch”. Only the
overlapping outlines of the filmed objects are visible; the actual image - the sensational
center of interest - is not shown and must be deciphered by the viewer. The second channel
is a slow-paste descriptive text montage presented on an OLED display that is positioned
on the floor in front of the projection.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/420577584 Password: murphy

PERMANENT DAYLIGHT

“The Next Day”, Figure from the series “Permanent Daylight”, 76 x 432 cm, 2019
7 Digital Pigment Prints on Photo Archive Paper, 75 x 50 cm, individually framed
Conceived for and co-produced by “Bergen Assembly 2019: Actually, the Dead Are Not Dead”
Conveined by Hans D. Christ and Iris Dressler

PERMANENT DAYLIGHT

“No Stars”, Figure from the series “Permanent Daylight”, 76 x 558 cm, 2019
9 Digital Pigment Prints on Photo Archive Paper, 75 x 50 cm, individually framed
Conceived for and co-produced by “Bergen Assembly 2019: Actually, the Dead Are Not Dead”
Conveined by Hans D. Christ and Iris Dressler. Exhibition view with Banu Cennetoğlu

PERMANENT DAYLIGHT

Digital pigment prints on Photo Archive Paper, 76 x 50 cm, framed,
presented in fixed constellations (“Figures”), 2013 - 2021 (ongoing)
The photographs of this series are presented in individually titled and fixed constellations
(“Figures”) which form new essayistic contexts and narrative associations between the
images. The title of the series refers to the phrase “the empire on which the sun never
sets”: variations of it have been used through history to describe global empires that were
so extensive that at least one part of their territory was always in daylight.
“For Bergen Assembly 2019, Goldbach presents a selection from his long-term, ongoing
photographic series “Permanent Daylight”. Initiated in 2013, the series consists of more
than 250 photographs taken at various sites around the world. All motifs depict humanmade or human-shaped sites, their historic traces, or the first signs of their future
materialisation/ dematerialisation. Yet they determinedly lack any human presence,
accentuating the fundaments of our societal formations. The photographs are presented
either individually (‘Singles’) or in fixed sequential constellations (‘Figures’), the latter
drawing upon essayistic associations between each other (...)”
Text: Bergen Assembly 2019: “Actually, the Dead Are Not Dead”, Guidebook
Exhibition views: “TRUST - Niklas Goldbach”, Technische Sammlungen Dresden, 9/2017
Curated by Dr. Andreas Krase
http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/permanentdaylight.html

Slideshow:

1550 SAN REMO DRIVE

Exhibition view: “1550 San Remo Drive”, Building Bridges Art Excahnge, Bergamot Station Art Center, Los Angeles, USA, 12/2017
Curated by Friedel Schmoranzer

1550 SAN REMO DRIVE

Video, 18 min, HD Video, Stereo, 2017
“1550 San Remo Drive” was filmed in February 2017 on the premises of the Thomas Mann
House in Pacific Palisades, California, USA.
The video features quotes from Thomas Manns diaries (1940-1943), architect JR Davidson
and advertisements from the real estate companies which marketed the house, before it
was bought by the German government in November 2016 for $13.25 million.
The video reflects on personal, economical and representational desires and aspirations:
“1550 San Remo Drive” features detailed shots of the uninhabited house before its recent
renovation, quotes from Thomas Manns diaries (1940-1943) and advertisements from
the real estate companies which marketed the house as a potential “tear down”, with no
mention of Mann in accompanying sales literature. At the time of its potential sale, the
house was not subject to any local historical protection orders.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/238978656 Password: augmannted (German Version)
Full video: https://vimeo.com/244551042 Password: augmannted (English Version)

A DATE WITH DESTINY

Video, 19:04 min, HD Video, Stereo, 2019
“A Date With Destiny” was filmed over the course of one day in the resort towns Desert
Shores, Salton Sea Beach, Salton City, Red Hill Marina, Bombay Beach, North Shore &
Mortmar, all situated around the coast lines of the Salton Sea, California.
The Salton Sea is an ecological disaster in the making: it was created by accident in 1905
when the Colorado River breached its dikes due to a human engineering error, flooding
the Salton Sink desert valley for two years. Developers seized upon the rare setting and
branded it the “Salton Riviera,” a “miracle in the desert.” Hotels, yacht clubs, homes, and
schools sprang up along the shores as the Salton Sea became a resort destination for the
rich and famous. At it’s peak, the Salton Riviera was pulling in 1.5 million visitors annually,
making it California’s most popular tourist attraction.
Today, California’s largest internal body of water is steadily drying up, exposing a lake bed
that threatens to trigger toxic dust storms and exacerbate already high levels of asthma and
other respiratory diseases in Southern California. Officials are even concerned about the
presence of potentially toxic heavy metals like arsenic. The lakes odor can be smelled 150
miles away in Los Angeles.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/385003187 Password: riviera

FORM AND CONTROL

Exhibition view: F(t) Festival, Radialsystem Berlin, April 2018
Curated by Stefan Goldmann

FORM AND CONTROL: THE FOUNDRY

Video, 7:02 min, 4K Video, Stereo, 2017
“The Foundry” is the third video in the series “Form and Control”, which focuses on latecapitalistic culture and it’s space dominating architectural structures: the selected places
are oscillating between societal progress and economic profit.
“The Foundry” (2017) is a video about the concept of memory in the digital age.
The work was filmed on laction at “GlobalFoundries Inc.” in Dresden, one of the largest
computer-chip manufacturers in the world.
The overlayed text is presented with Spritz-Technology (http://spritzinc.com), a highly
efficient reading technology for online texts. The text itself features quotes from Marvin,
the Paranoid Android, a fictional artificial intelligence suffering from long-term moemory,
invented by Douglas Adams for his series “Per Hitchhiker Through The Galaxy” in 1978.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/203913837 Password: foundry

FORM AND CONTROL: LIVE AT REVEL

Video, 8:01 min, 4K Video, Stereo, 2016
“Live at Revel” is the second video in the ongoing series “Form and Control”, which
focuses on late-capitalistic culture and it’s space dominating architectural structures: the
selected places are oscillating between societal progress and economic profit.
“Revel Atlantic City” was a resort, hotel and casino in Atlantic City, New Jersey, United
States. Revel is the northernmost casino on the Atlantic City Boardwalk, located on 20
acres off land. The construction of the resort cost $2.4 billion. Revel opened on April 2,
2012 and closed on September 2, 2014 after declaring bankruptcy for the second time.
“The ultra-modern Revel complex opened in Atlantic City in 2012 as the tallest building in
town and the second highest casino in the United States. Gambling laws in New Jersey are
among the most liberal in the country. And yet within two years of its grandiose opening
this project costing billions was bankrupt. Live at Revel shows the building from the
outside: the glass curtain façade is just the glib cover for a forbidding fortress of capitalism.
Subtle clues indicate the potential decay of this investor’s dream. “
Anna Maria Heckmann, Exhibition text “12x12: Niklas Goldbach”, Berlinische Galerie,
6/2016
Full video: https://vimeo.com/165684718 Password: revel

FORM AND CONTROL: BOULEVARD DE L’EUROPE

Video, 6:04 min, HD Video, Stereo, 2016
“Boulevard de L’Europe” was filmed in December 2015 around the areal of the “Eurotunnel”
in Calais. This is the first video in the series “Form and Control”, which focuses on latecapitalistic culture and it’s space dominating architectural structures: the selected places
are oscillating between societal progress and economic profit.
“Boulevard de l’Europe (2016) was filmed on the French side of the Eurotunnel, which
links Britain to France below the English Channel. This inner- European border is run by
a private company. Recently many refugees have died trying to enter Britain illegally via
the Eurotunnel, seeking better prospects of asylum. Border security has been dramatically
tightened as a result. Goldbach’s camera shots inspect the web of fences, barbed wire
and CCTV. During post-production he removed all traces of human activity to create an
artificial environment. In a Europe that professes to be liberal and to encourage freedom of
movement, the structures described here express control, restraint and exclusion.“
Anna Maria Heckmann, Exhibition text “12x12: Niklas Goldbach”, Berlinische Galerie,
6/2016

Full video: https://vimeo.com/159777487 Password: euro

LAND OF THE SUN

Exhibition view: “The Mobile House Turns With The Sun”, House of Egorn, Berlin, 11/2018
Curated by Carola Uehlken

LAND OF THE SUN

Video, 11:35 min, HD Video, Stereo, 2015, Music by COLLEGE
LAND OF THE SUN was filmed in California City USA in November 2014. California City is
the third-largest city in the state of California and is located in the Mojave Desert. The City
had its origins in 1958 when real estate developer and sociology professor Nat Mendelsohn
purchased 80,000 acres (320 km2) of Mojave Desert land with the aim of master-planning
California’s next great city. He designed his model city, which he hoped would one day rival
Los Angeles in size, around a Central Park with an artificial lake and a golf course.
Growth did not happen anywhere close to what he expected. To this day a vast grid of
crumbling paved roads, scarring vast stretches of the Mojave Desert, intended to lay out
residential blocks, extends well beyond the developed area of the city. As of 2008, fifty
years after Mendelsohn, California city had a total population of around 14000, living in a
small town to the southwest of the vast empty grids.
Without showing any protagonists, the video is filmed with contemporary techniques
(DSLR, POV (“dashcam”) and aerial Drone photography) and focuses on the visible
architectural leftovers of one of the world’s biggest urban planning projects as well as on
the urban landscape of the inhabited parts of the city.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/120645317 Password: sun

THE WORLD

Exhibition view: “Gestern die Stadt von Morgen”, Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr, 4/2014
Curated by Beate Reese

THE WORLD

Video Installation, 13:00 min loop, HD Video, silent, 2012
“The World” is a 13 minute long video filmed on “The World Islands”, an artificial
archipelago of various small islands constructed in the rough shape of a world map, located
4.0 kilometres off the coast of Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The islands were intended
as the ultimate luxury possession, even for Dubai. But “The World”, the ambitiouslyconstructed archipelago of islands shaped like the countries of the globe, is sinking back
into the sea, according to evidence cited before a property tribunal. The islands were
intended to be developed with tailor-made hotel complexes and luxury villas, and sold to
millionaires.
Filmed in long shots and with only little movement, the video directly refers to themes of the
German Romanticism: the significance of nature versus the insignificance of man as well as
the contemplative seek for an emotional response to the natural world was often depicted
with a human figure silhouetted against expansive landscapes in a diminished perspective.
With Dubai’s man-made landscapes of “The World” sinking back into the sea, the video
adds an additional meaning to the romantic idea of the “tragedy of landscape.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/56740546 Password: eamon

ISO 5

Exhibition view: “TRUST - Niklas Goldbach”, Technische Sammlungen Dresden, 9/2017
Curated by Dr. Andreas Krase

ISO 5

Photo Series, 8 Archival Pigment Prints, silicone lamination mounted behind
matte acryl glass, 140 x 100 cm, 2017
The series ISO 5 investigates the working conditions in high-end technology production
facilities: the photographs for this series were taken in 2016 in the cleanrooms of
Globalfoundries Inc. in Dresden, Germany, one of the largest semiconductor (“computer
chip”) foundries in the world.
The title of the series refers to the specific cleanroom class of the facility in Dresden where
the photos for this series were taken. Here, an entire manufacturing facility iscontained
within a cleanroom covering thousands of square meters with factory floors. The air which
enters any cleanroom from outside is filtered to exclude dust, the personell enters and
leaves through airlocks and is required to ear protective clothing such as hoods, face
masks, gloves, cleanroom shoes and coveralls. As lithography plays a decisive role for the
chip manufacturing’s process the majority of the production facility is lit with yellow light to
avoid interference with UV light during the production.
Slideshow: https://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/ISO5_slide0.html

HOLLISTER

Exhibition view: “Photography To End All Photography”, Photography Biennale 2018, Brandts - Museum of Art and Visual Culture, Odense, Denmark , August 2018
Curated by Anna Krogh

HOLLISTER

HOLLISTER
Photo Series, 20 Archival Pigment Prints on Newspaper, 120 x 80 cm, 2017
The photographs for this series were taken In Hollister, a small town located in the South
Bay of the San Francisco Area, California, in March 2017.
Hollister was built directly on the highly geologically active Calaveras Fault, a strand of the
greater San Andreas Fault system. The whole town is being deformed by plate tectonics
in real time: as a result of this “fault creep”, Hollister is being ripped in two, for the most
part along a narrow zone running right through the middle of town. Many sidewalks, walls,
buildings, curbs and streets in the area are slowly moving apart due to the slow and steady
fault movement. The creep rate apparently varies in an unpredictable way.
As a formal reference to the ongoing division of the town, the prints are fading from black
and white to colour.

Slideshow: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/hollister_slide0.html

BCC

Exhibition view: “Was Für Ein Fest ?”, Kunsthalle Osnabrück, 2/2015
Curated by Julia Draganovic & Pablo Helguera

BCC

Participative Photo Project & Mixed Media Installation, size variable, 2015
“The titel of the participative photo project relates to the receiver field for blind copies
in email correspondences (Blind Carbon Copy). The visitors of the exhibtion “Was für
ein Fest?” have the opportunity to borrow a complete set of clothes for the duration of
24 hours to take a picture with an enclosed instant analogue camera, following written
instructions by the artist. A signed original photo print will be send to the participants at
the end of the exhibition period - the photo will not be shown in public and therfore stays
“private”. Please contact the visitors service in the entrance hall for more information.” 		
Text & Exhibition views: “Was Für Ein Fest ?”, Kunsthalle Osnabrück, 2/2015
Curated by Julia Draganovic & Pablo Helguera

BCC

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH

Exhibition view “Spiegelungen - FlächenTiefenSelbstbetrachtungen”, Alte Feuerwache Berlin, 9/2018
Curated by Harald Theiss

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH
2 Photographies on Archival Paper, digital pigment print, black aluminium frame,
destroyed aluminated security glass, 90 x 60.2 x 2 cm, unique, 2015
The photographs of the series “For what it’s Worth” depict individual protagonists in their
movements to throw stones. The security glasses, destroyed by the very stones detailed in
the photographs, are commonly used for representational buildings such as banks or governmental buildings. While manifestly coded as male, the aggressors are indistinct towards
their political beliefs or social background.
Exhibition view: “Everything In Its Right Place”, Gallery Bendana-Pinel, Paris, 2015

THE NATURE OF THINGS

Exhibition view: “The Nature Of Things No.3”, Paula Modersohn-Becker Jubiläumspreis” (PMB Jubilee Award), Große Kunstschau Worpswede, 9/2014
Curated by Susanne Hinrichs

THE NATURE OF THINGS (No.1 -3)

The Nature Of Things, Video Installation, 202 min loop, Full HD, Stereo, 2011
The Nature Of Things No.2, Video Installation, 226 min loop, Full HD, Stereo, 2014
The Nature Of Things No.3, Video Installation,198 min loop, Full HD, Stereo, 2014
“In the video installations “The Nature of Things”, the protagonists are either tied to a tree,
a metal pole or a wooden post. Dressed in the uniform of an “urban archetype” (Niklas
Goldbach), the protagonists bear their misery in front of man-made cultural landscapes: the
countryside of Västerbottom, a rural region of North-Sweden, the Garzweiler surface mine
in the German state of North-Rhine Westphalia and the German “Devilsmoor”, a former turf
mining region which got re-cultivated and is now a recreation area.
Referring to the representation of St. Sebastian and shot as a tableau vivant in real time,
the tied young men have to suffer their bondage for hours. Goldbach records a wide variety
of behaviors, attitudes and expressions that characterize some of the most aching feelings
and challenges a person can experience during his existence.”
Exhibition text “Everything In Its Right Place”, Gallery Bendana-Pinel, Paris

Excerpts: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/The_Nature_of_Things.html

THE NATURE OF THINGS (No.1 -3)

Exhibition view (top):
The Nature Of Things, Video Installation, 202 min loop, Full HD, Stereo, 2011
The Nature Of Things No.3, Video Installation,198 min loop, Full HD, Stereo, 2014
“Everything In Its Right Place”, Gallery Bendana Pinel, Paris, 3/2015
Exhibition view (left):
The Nature Of Things No.2, Video Installation, 226 min loop, Full HD, Stereo, 2014
“Time Pieces”, Videokunstzentrum Nordstern, Gelsenkirchen, 3/2014
Curated by Marius Babias and Kathrin Becker

EVERYTHING IN ITS RIGHT PLACE

Exhibition view: “Paula Modersohn-Becker Jubiläumspreis” (PMB Jubilee Award), Große Kunstschau Worpswede, 9/2014
Curated by Susanne Hinrichs

EVERYTHING IN ITS RIGHT PLACE

EVERYTHING IN ITS RIGHT PLACE

78 Photographies on Photo Archival Paper, 55 x 77,5 cm, framed, 2013
“Standardization and inimitability, containment and individual freedom, ostentation and
understatement are only some of the antagonistic issues that create the kind of sociopsychological conflicts around which Niklas Goldbachs work revolves. The interaction
between psychological settings and the urban as well as the natural environment
shaping our contemporary living conditions and mind sets are often in the center of
Niklas Goldbachs work. While in numerous of Goldbach ́s previous video works his often
duplicated protagonists seem to be trapped among themselves in structures of control and
discipline, the extensive photo project ”Everything In Its Right Place” (2013) focuses only
ostensibly on the topology of repetition and homogeneity: ”Everything In Its Right Place” is
a series of 78 photographies of carob trees, taken on a plantation on the Balearic Islands in
Spain. In times of modern food production, Niklas Goldbach focuses anachronistically on
the aspect of biodiversity and presents individual character portraits of economical plants.“
Text & Exhibition views: “Everything In Its Right Place”, Gallery Bendana-Pinel Paris, 3/2015

PDF: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_PICS/EIIRP/Everything_In_Its_RIght_Place.pdf

TWO BOXERS

Exhibition view: “Auf Zeit #5”, Foyer White and Case, John F. Kennedy Haus, Berlin, 2/2019
Curated by Maria Vedder

TWO BOXERS

2-Channel Video Installation, 5:25 min loop, Full HD, silent, 2012/
8-Channel Video Installation, 5:25 min loop, Full HD, silent, 2019
“Two Boxers” (2012) shows a fistfight between two boxers using close-up handheld
camera footage. The fight staged by Goldbach shifts numerous parameters of the usual
performance and media representation of the traditional mass spectacle and evokes a
simultaneous increase in artificiality and intimacy. The immediate shots quickly suggest
the conscious choice to completely contradict the stereotypical male image of the boxer:
gestures and facial expressions testify much more to exhaustion, fear and sometimes
childlike, unfiltered spurts of aggression. Only at second glance it becomea apparent
that the protagonists are one and the same person, assembled by Goldbach through
elaborate post-production. This realisation shifts the level of meaning towards a proverbial,
laborious and anti-heroic struggle with oneself. Goldbach creates an allegory for the
schizophrenic psychological situation of the individual in a society that demands more
from one physically, psychologically or morally than is bearable. Here, the loop takes on a
central dimension in terms of content: the viewer becomes a direct witness to an arduous,
perpetual dialogue from which escape hardly seems possible.”
Exhibition views: “Auf Zeit #5”, Foyer White and Case, John F. Kennedy Haus, 2/2019 //
“CYKLES”, City Gallery Gdansk, Poland, November 16th, 11/2012, Curated by Iwona Bigos
Full video: https://vimeo.com/102913232 Password: eamon

BEL AIR

Exhibition view: “House Of Cards”, Grey Noise Gallery, Dubai, UAE, 11/2012
Curated by Viktor Neumann

BEL AIR

Video, 8:04 min, Full HD, Stereo, 2011
“In his video works, photographs and sculptures, Niklas Goldbach questions the relation
between hierarchic societal structures and individual, liberal courses of action. Goldbach́s
protagonists – dressed in the garment of the urban prototype in white shirts and black
trousers and referred to as “representatives” or “placeholders” by the artist – colonize
seemingly epic stages of modern architectural complexes, postmodern urban environments
or alleged paradises defying civilization, all finding their commonality as places oscillating
between utopia, dystopia and heterotopia, while lacking any clearance for an escape. Using
elaborate post-production, in the video Bel Air (2011) four of Goldbach ́s representatives
negotiate solely via nonverbal communication the various levels of hierarchal conflicts
whose result can only anticipate evil. While letting his protagonists, all played by German
award-winning actor Christoph Bach, act the entire repertoire of male body language as
encoded by the media, the parallels to the schizophrenic psychological situation of the
individual or the society he is born into are hard to ignore.”
Exhibition text “House Of Cards”, Grey Noise Gallery, Dubai, Curated by Viktor Neumann

Full video: https://vimeo.com/33114384 Password: eamon

POST-POSITIONS

750 Posters, Paris, 2012. On occasion of: “ÇA & LÀ / This & There”, Fondation d’entreprise Ricard and beyond, Paris, 4/2012
Initiated by “Le Pavillon - Laboratoire de création du Palais de Tokyo“, Curated by Claude Closky

POST-POSITIONS

From left to right:
Post-Position: Bande a Part (Band of Outsiders), 2012
Post-Position: La Haine (Hate), 2012
Post-Position: Diva, 2012
Post-Position: Midnight in Paris, 2012
Post-Position: Le Locataire (The Tenant), 2012
Post-Position: Pociąg (Night Train), 2012
Post-Position: Nóż w wodzie (Knife in the Water), 2012
Post-Position: Czlowiek z marmuru (Man of Marble), 2012
Post-Position: Morte A Venezia (Death in Venice), 2012
Post-Position: Jaws, 2012
Post-Position: 8 ½, 2012
Post-Position: 9 1/2 Weeks, 2013
Post-Position: Lolita, 2013
Post-Position: Basic Instinct, 2013

POST-POSITIONS

Offset-Print on Affiche Paper, 84,1 x 59,4 cm, 2012 -2013
“Post-Positions” is an ongoing poster project inittiated by the artist in 2012. Presented
without any written explanation or even a title, the “Post-Positions” are flypostered in public
space, highlighting the politically charged tensions between public and private spheres. The
protagonists in this series appear strangely paralyzed, their poses seem vaguely familiar a reminiscent to our cultural knowledge. For this series, Goldbach reenacted scenes from
iconic movies and stripped them down to ta sheer pose in an environment which echoes
the setting of the original scenes.”
Claude Closky, Catalogue text ”ÇA & LÀ / This & There”, Fondation d’entreprise Ricard and
beyond.
Installation views:
750 Posters, Gdansk, 2012. On occasion of: “CYKLES”, City-Gallery Gdansk, Poland,
11/2012 Curated by Iwona Bigos
250 Posters, Turin, 2012. On occasion of: “Serata Videoinsight: Niklas Goldbach”,
Centro VIDEOINSIGHT, Turin, Italy, 11/2012
Curated by Julia Draganović and Claudia Löffelholz - LaRete Art Projects
Slideshow: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/Post-Positions_Photos.html

MEANS OF ESCAPE

Exhibition view: “Click Or Clash - Strategies of Collaboration”, Galleria Bianconi, Milan, Italy, 11/ 2012
Curated by Julia Draganović & Elena Forin

MEANS OF ESCAPE

MEANS OF ESCAPE

5 Digital Pigment Prints on Photo Archival Paper, 80 x 120 cm, framed, 2012
“While in numerous of Goldbach ́s video works the protagonists seem to be solely trapped
in structures of control and discipline, the exhibited photographs from the series Means
of Escape (2012) point already within their title to a state of attempted escape from these
conditions: in the dramatically stylized images of an ocean, a forest, a fenced field, train
tracks and an aerodrome only the scattered costumes of the representatives attest to
agitated previous incidents.”																										
Exhibition text “House Of Cards”, Grey Noise Gallery, Dubai
Exhibition view (top):
“Serata Videoinsight: Niklas Goldbach”, Centro VIDEOINSIGHT, Turin, Italy, 11/2012
Curated by Julia Draganović and Claudia Löffelholz - LaRete Art Projects
Exhibition view (left):
“Click Or Clash - Strategies of Collaboration”, Galleria Bianconi, Milan, Italy, 1/2012
Curated by Julia Draganović & Elena Forin - LaRete Art Projects

Slideshow: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/Means_of_Escape_Photos.html

SELF-TITLED (1 & 2)

Cloth rack, white shirts, black trousers, 135 x 105 x 63 cm, 2012

Self-Titled 1
Cloth rack, white shirts, black trousers, 135 x 105 x 63 cm, 2012
Exhibition view: “Click Or Clash”, Galleria Bianconi, Milan, Italy, 1/2012
Curated by Julia Draganović & Elena Forin - LaRete Art Projects

Self-Titled 2
Cloth rack, white shirts, black trousers, 135 x 105 x 63 cm, 2012
Exhibition view: “House Of Cards”, Grey Noise Gallery, Dubai, UAE, 10/2012
Curated by Viktor Neumann

UNTITLED

Exhibition view: “Auxiliary Constructions – Behelfskonstruktionen”, Kunsthaus Dresden & Dresden City, 10/2011
Curated by Petra Reichensperger

UNTITLED
5 Digital Pigment Prints on Photo Archival Paper, 24x32 cm, framed /
1000 Poster, A1, 2011
“The work UNTITLED by Niklas Goldbach, produced for the exhibition “Auxiliary Constructions”
at the Kunsthaus Dresden, moves in the field of tension between art and commerce as well as
public and private space. A male model was portrayed in the exhibition rooms of the Kunsthaus
Dresden in the style of contemporary advertising photography, without revealing too much of
the location of the photo shoot itself. Aesthetically, the black-and-white photographs adopt
the visual language of advertising campaigns by well-known fashion and perfume companies.
The model is dressed in the everyday uniform of the urban city dweller: black trousers and a
white shirt are used here as the archetype of male urban clothing. In analogy to viral advertising
strategies, three selected motifs from the series were placed in the urban space of Dresden in
A1 format on advertising pillars and billboards two weeks before the exhibition opened: without
logo, typography or mention of the Kunsthaus Dresden, the model’s likenesses accompanied
pedestrians in the city. At the exhibition opening of “Auxiliary Constructions” on October
29th 2011, visitors will once again encounter the young man who has accompanied them on
the posters in the city over the past weeks: five framed photographs in the exhibition show
the same motifs and only differ from the posters in the city in their materiality and size. The
ambivalence of the posters in urban space is forced: are they art in public space? Or are they
an advertisement for the Kunsthaus?”
Text & Exhibition views: “Auxiliary Constructions – Behelfskonstruktionen”,
Kunsthaus Dresden & Dresden City, 10/2011
Curated by Petra Reichensperger

Slideshow: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/Untitled_Photos.html

ON SPIRALS

Exhibition view: “All Work And No Play”, Galerie Mikael Andersen Berlin, 11/2011
Curated by Maren Hildebrandt

ON SPIRALS

2-Channel Video Installation, 6:23 min loop, Full HD, silent, 2011
Niklas Goldbach’s video installation “On Spirals” is a reenactment of one of the icons of
early film installations by Dan Graham. Filmed on an empty lot somewhere in New York City
in 1970, “Two Correlated Rotations” was produced by Graham and one of his assistants.
Each equipped with a Super8 film-camera the two man span around each other in circles
filming their respective partner. The piece was to be presented as a double screening in
which each film showed the making of the other. Meanwhile Graham’s work dealt with
the relation between the human body in general, the space and its limits, Goldbach’s
interpretation questions the autonomy of the art work and the role of the artist. It’s less the
body than the ego of the artist which occupies the center of Goldbach’s new production
as thru digital manipulation it seems as if the artist is filming himself, spinning in endless
circles around himself. But it is not only the protagonist that changed: Graham recorded
his performance on an urban demolition site in New York, Goldbach’s chose one of Berlin’s
most posh areas buildings that like no other reveals the junction between art and financial
market: the Deutsche (Bank)-Guggenheim building on Unter den Linden. The yard where
Goldbach’s performance takes place was recently covered with a glass roof and presents in
its typical glass and steel architecture a corporate style that ostentatiously shows off a cool
presumption pretending that there is nothing precarious. Julia Draganoviç
Full video: https://vimeo.com/22717773 Password: eamon

Exhibition view (top):
“Serata Videoinsight: Niklas Goldbach”, Centro VIDEOINSIGHT, Turin, Italy, 11/ 2012
Curated by Julia Draganović and Claudia Löffelholz - LaRete Art Projects
Exhibition view (left):
“All Work And No Play”, Galerie Mikael Andersen Berlin, 11/2012
Curated by Maren Hildebrandt

TEN

Exhibition view: European Media Art Festival EMAF 2014, Kunsthalle Osnabrück
Curated by Hermann Nöring

TEN

Video, 12:10 min, Full HD, Stereo, 2010
“In the video installation TEN (2010), Niklas Goldbach stages a summit of today’s rulers
in the penthouse-suite of a luxury hotel in Berlin, in which he creates a tenfold image of
himself as only actor. The film seems to have come out of a laboratory, from a mysterious,
undiscovered time where future and present have merged. All individual aspects are
removed, everything is subjected to the protocol of efficiency and the mute poker of power
under the mask of equality.” Marcel Schwierin, Catalogue text Transmediale 2011, Berlin
“Niklas Goldbach condenses the appearance of global, faceless but effective power
systems: ten cloned men in uniform outfits perform the rituals of worldwide business in
the sterile surroundings of absolutely identical luxury hotels: meetings, waiting time, selfoptimisation, power games. With a punched-out appearance, the de-individualised elite
lives in the iconography of a comprehensively designed reality.”
Hermann Nöring, Catalogue text “We The Enemy”, European Media Art Festival EMAF 2014

Full video: https://vimeo.com/20557878 Password: eamon

PLOT

Exhibition view: “CYKLES”, City Gallery Gdansk, Poland, 11/2013
Curated by Iwona Bigos

PLOT

2-Channel Video Installation, 2 x 6:08 min loop, HD Video, Stereo, 2010
On the access road to the site of the former large Russian military airport Gross-Dölln,
80 kilometres from Berlin, a conspiratorial group of six deputies has gathered at dawn to
perform an endless power game: presented on two monitors, in “Plot” five men face a
gunman who aims a rifle at the group. After a while a shot goes off, but no one is hit. The
shooter puts down his gun and changes sides: he joins the group he was just shooting at.
One of the five takes the place of the shooter and again targets those opposite him.
As a spectator of “Plot”, one finds oneself in the line of fire: classical narrative motifs of
duels, Russian roulette but also execution are counteracted by Goldbach’s ambiguous play
with identities. A shot is fired once a minute: a fictional bullet, either deflected by the viewer
or lost in the confusion of battle.
Text: Viktor Neumann
Exhibition view: “CYKLES”, City Gallery Gdansk, Poland, 11/2013, Curated by Iwona Bigos
Curated by Iwona Bigos

Excerpt: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_VIDEO/plot_simulation.mov

PROLOGUE

Exhibition view: “HEAVEN’, Gallery Mikael Andersen, Copenhagen, 1/2010

PROLOGUE

Video Installation, 5:13 min loop, HD Video, Stereo, 2009
In “Prologue” (2009), the state of latent menace finds its culmination: filmed in the aesthetic
of a home video, the peaceful idyll of a summer day shifts into an alarming scenario when
the gloriously blue sky is occupied by numerous vapor trails.
“The sky is above us. The grand all-embracing space is an invitation to reveries across
borders and nationalities. In the video “Prologue” we are immediately drawn by the
beautiful blue summer sky, but the dream scenario is quickly disturbed by the interference
of a vast number of airplanes that drag distinct trails on the sky. The massive number
of airplanes is alarming, since it is unclear if there are peaceful intentions behind their
intrusion in the air space. The patterns on the sky can also point towards another alarming
factor, as they can be seen as the scars inflicted on nature by our globalized world.
Goldbach questions man’s conditions of life in a globalised, protectionistic, and market
orientated world. Does it have room for the individual? The airplanes signal movement, but
is this option only granted to a part of the world’s population? And who is guarding the
borders?”
Exhibition text “HEAVEN”, Gallery Mikael Andersen, Copenhagen
Exhibition view: “House Of Cards”, Grey Noise Gallery, Dubai, UAE, 11/2012
Curated by Viktor Neumann
Excerpt: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_VIDEO/PROLOGUE_WEB_EXCERPT.mov

HUB

Exhibition view:
“HEAVEN’, Gallery Mikael Andersen, Copenhagen, 1/2010

HUB

3-Channel Video Installation, 6:35 min loop, HD Video, silent, 2009
Filmed in summer 2009, Niklas Goldbach’s three channel video installation HUB
concentrates on the liminality in places. HUB was filmed along the border of the Berlin
Brandbenburg International Airport (BER), currently Europes biggest airport construction
site with a size of 2,000 football pitches.
“The sky is above us. The grand all-embracing space is an invitation to reveries across
borders and nationalities, but in the video triptych HUB we find ourselves in the border
district. Barbed wire disturbs the immediate idyll, and a minor army of uniform figures
dressed in white shirts and black trousers move slowly and at times cultic around in the
bare landscape on both sides of the barbed wire. Goldbach questions man’s conditions of
life in a globalised, protectionistic, and market orientated world. Does it have room for the
individual? The airplanes signal movement, but is this option only granted to a part of the
world’s population? And who is guarding the borders?”
Exhibition text “HEAVEN”, Gallery Mikael Andersen, Copenhagen
Excerpt: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_VIDEO/HUB_SIMULATION.mov

Exhibition view (top):
‘ABC (Art Berlin Contemporary): Drafts establishing future’’
Academy of the Arts, Berlin, 9/2009
Exhibition view (left):
“CYKLES”, City Gallery Gdansk, Poland, 11/2012
Curated by Iwona Bigos

UNTITLED (BUILDING SERIES)

Exhibition view: “Gestern die Stadt von Morgen”, Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr, 5/2014
Curated by Beate Reese

UNTITLED (BUILDING SERIES)

10 Digital C-Prints on Photo Archival Paper, 24 x 30 cm, 2008
In his videos and and photographic works, Niklas Goldbach is focusing on the dystopic
elements of the postmodern urban experience. He is working with architectural elements to
produce the ambiguity of reality Foucault conjured in his text “Of Other Spaces” -- spaces
that are waiting to be re-defined. Working beteween reality and fiction, the uncomfortable
familiarness of the utopic architecture presented in Goldbach’s “buildings series” (2008) is
intended: the imaginary high-rises are based on photographs taken from real existing hotels
and apartment buildings in the holiday resort Benidorm, Spain. Referring to real existing
contemporary architecture, these ‘unaccessible and nostalgic buildings’ (Goldbach) question
the role of the individual in an ever increasing homogenized world.
Exhibition views: “Gestern die Stadt von Morgen”, Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr,
5/2014, Curated by Beate Reese

Slideshow: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/Untitled_buildings_series_slideshow.html

HABITAT C3B

Exhibition view: “SETS, STRUCTURES, RELATIONS”, Gallery ROCKELMANN &, Berlin, 2/2014
Curated by Helene Romakin

HABITAT C3B

Video Installation, 7:37 min loop, HD Video, Stereo, 2008
“Niklas Goldbach’s video HABITAT C3B explores a nearly deserted urban environment
populated only by a handful of identical men engaging in an unknown mission. The clonelike characters chase one man that breaks from the group, recalling stock plot twists from
science fiction. Produced at the main site of Georges Pompidou’s failed gentrification in the
15th arrondissement of Paris, the video chronicles the implied protagonist’s journey through
a modern yet despondently barren cityscape. The sharp angles of the 1970s architecture
provide a stark backdrop to the renegade man, whose simple, repetitive actions become
laden with complexity as he encounters others who mirror him in appearance yet chase
him through the labyrinthine architecture. The percussion of the footsteps intensifies as the
video progresses and punctuates the otherwise still silence. Goldbach heightens tensions
between fact and fiction and the ambiguity of reality with long patient shots. He produces
a world that is both dystopian and hopeful – the viewer never learns if the outlaw man
escapes or is brought back into the fold.” 		
Jennie Lamensdorf, Catalogue text “Lift Project”, AMOA Austin Museum Of Art/
Arthouse, Texas, USA // Exhibition view: “SCHAUPLATZ STADT - Gemälde, Zeichnungen,
Installationen von der klassischen Moderne bis zur Gegenwart” Kunstmuseum Mülheim an
der Ruhr, 3/2013, Curated by Beate Reese
Full video: https://vimeo.com/69323765 Password: eamon

EMPIRE

Exhibition view:
“Four weeks, four sights: EMPIRE”, Gallery Mikael Andersen, Berlin, 1/2009

EMPIRE

Video Triptych, 5:07 min loop, HD Video, Stereo, 2008
“The three-part video installation EMPIRE was created in several locations in Japan:
THE ANTICIPATION in the crater of Mt. Aso in front of the Mt. Komezuka volcano; THE
CONDITIONING in front of a man-made waterfall north of Kyoto; THE INCREASE in the
rice paddies of Omihachiman. Just as in Goldbach’s other works, his protagonists, the
“placeholders” in the uniform of the urban archetype, occupy only seemingly natural
landscapes. The main title of the installation refers only incidentally to the Japanese empire,
and much more so to Hardt and Negri’s book of the same name. Goldbach generates
the image of a fictitious world order in three levels: The first, archaic level is determined
by religion, in which reward or punishment are handed out by the Gods. The second
stage follows with the categorization and the separation of a small group, which guards
the masses and prepares them for what is coming with a sort of initiation rite. Finally
the representatives stand in seemingly never-ending rows with strict order and posture;
submissive, their only goal the monitoring of resources. Goldbach conceptualizes the path
of a society made up of equal individuals to one of a controlled society, forced into line, as
one that is not a nightmare scenario. In elegiac images, accentuated by gentle background
noises, a perfidious “brave” new world, in the best sense of Huxley’s dystopia, subtly
appears.” Katrin Sauerländer
Excerpt: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_VIDEO/empire.mov

ZONE C

Exhibition view: “SETS, STRUCTURES, RELATIONS”, Gallery ROCKELMANN &, Berlin, 2/2014
Curated by Helene Romakin

ZONE C

9 C-Prints on Photo Archival Paper, 21 x 21 cm, 2008
“Life always has the last word,” says Le Corbusier in Le Modulor, providing a key to
interpreting his work: a standardized architecture, far from any aesthetic pleasure,
which avoids ornaments and decoration but is in perfect harmony with the actions and
requirements of the human body. It was by following the Swiss architect’s advice to
“design houses in series” that the first apartment buildings of the Parisian banlieus were
constructed: spacious, luminous, built near major industrial centers and far from the city.
Over time, however, all the intentions for integration and social wellbeing linked to the birth
of new neighborhoods plummeted and, with them, the buildings and their inhabitants sank
into an abyss of misery, marginalization, lack of prospects, racism and political vacuum.
Zone C describes violence, disorientation and disillusionment. It tells of men and women
trapped by time and space, of a dystopian, unwanted and undesirable society that, with
its disharmony, assumes almost catastrophic dimensions. But when describing the ruins of
abandonment, urban segregation, the general condition of housing and social exclusion of
the Parisian banlieus, Niklas Goldbach does it discreetly, in an almost imperceptible way.
The almost invisible touch, with which the nine buildings of the banlieus are described, will
inevitably require reflection. It forces the viewers to get closer, to squeeze their eyes, to
focus attention on the delicate, almost Flemish-like, design, so that the deafening silence of
the cement suburbs, their degradation and the indigence of the inhabitants—who have no
possibility of social rehabilitation—remain in our minds.” Sarah Galmuzzi
Slideshow: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_WORKS/Zone_C_slideshow.html

Exhibition view:
“My Space. What does “public” mean?” PAN (Pallazzo delle Arti Napoli), Naples, Italy, 2008
Curated by Julia Draganovic

REFUGIÅ

Exhibition view:“urban interface | berlin” Ackerstrasse 81-84, Berlin, 4/2007
Curated by Susanne Jaschko

REFUGIÅ

2 x Digital Print on Tarpaulin, 650 x 130 cm, 2007
“There are construction signs installed on two fallow lands of the borough of
Gesundbrunnen, that announce the development of ficitional buildings with utopian
architecture. Autarkic skyscrapers shall be “built” here, making a luxurious and “safe”
live with integrated social infrastructures (shopping malls, parks etc.) in the metropolis
possible. These assumed buildings caricature the representative buildings and city quarters
developed by the private business sector that shape the cityscape of Berlin more and more.
This artwork deals with the growing gentrification of traditional working class boroughs in
the former eastern part of the city and transfers them to the poor area of Gesundbrunnen. It
is an ironic comment to the changing relationship between public and private space.”
Susanne Jaschko, Curator “urban interface | berlin”

Exhibition views:
“urban interface | berlin” Ackerstrasse 81-84, Berlin, 4/2007
Curated by Susanne Jaschko

GAN EDEN

Exhibition view: “Gestern die Stadt von Morgen”, Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr, 5/ 2014
Curated by Beate Reese

GAN EDEN

Video, 10:00 min, DV PAL, Stereo, 2006
‘Gan Eden’ inverts the relationship between architecture and nature. It was filmed in 2005 in
the remains of the Dutch pavilion designed by MVRDV for the World Expo 2000 in Hanover,
Germany. The pavilion was intended as a multi-level park but was left to decay when the
Expo closed. Goldbach’s film sees two men cruising in the decaying pavilion as an act
of re-appropriation. In a text in the accompanying catalogue, th earchitects celebrate the
creation of a new ruin in this transition from utopia to distopia. Overcome by nature, the
pavilion became the park it had always aspired to be.”		
Elias Redstone

Excerpt: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_VIDEO/gan_eden_excerpt.mov

MY BARRIO

Exhibition view: ”SETS, STRUCTURES, RELATIONS”, Gallery ROCKELMANN, Berlin, 2/2014
Curated by Helene Romakin

MY BARRIO

Video, 19:14 min (Installation Version 17:57 min loop), DV PAL, Stereo, 2005
The video is the first in a series of videos about changes in urban culture and was filmed
in the former eastern part of Berlin during the summer of 2004. Privatising public spaces
is undermining the social structure of cities. The function of the architecture shown in
“My Barrio” is to represent economic rather than social interests. Only a single man is
walking through these artificial fake-public spaces, where he appears like a foreign body,
conveying the frightening size of the project and the anti-humanistic concept inherent in this
architecture. Through sound design, Christian Obermaier foregrounds the lost quality of the
figure in places, sometimes stressing and caricaturing the architectonic spatial structure.

Full video: https://vimeo.com/186431892 Password: eamon

Exhibition view:
“SCAPE 2006”, Biennial of Art in Public Space, Christchurch, New Zealand, 2006
Curated by Susanne Jaschko

LES HOMMES

Exhibition view: “What’s the Time”, Zentrum für Kunst und Urbanistik (ZK/U) Berlin, 1/2014
Curated by Maria Vedder

LES HOMMES

4-Channel Video Installation, 3:20 min loop, PAL transfer to Full HD, silent, 2003
The 4-channel video-installation LES HOMMES (2003) shows the Portraits of four barechested men in front of a white background. They move extremely slowly from one
pose to another. For LES HOMMES, individual images from VHS porno films have been
reworked and digitally morphed. The technical transformation emphasizes their function
as a projection surface and as an erotic object for consumption - and still, in the extreme
artificial slowmotion, a fleeting moment of the ungraspable remains on the faces that
refuses this stereotype.

Excerpt: http://www.niklasgoldbach.de/_VIDEO/LES_HOMMES_multi.mov

Exhibition view:
“Disapearances”, Klasse Medienkunst Udk-Berlin, Adam Opel AG, Berlin, 2/2003
Curated by Maria Vedder

More works and information:
www.niklasgoldbach.de

